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TIED LINKS AND INVARIANTS FOR SINGULAR LINKS
F. AICARDI AND J. JUYUMAYA
Abstract. Tied links and the tied braid monoid were introduced recently by the au-
thors and used to define new invariants for classical links. Here, we give a version purely
algebraic–combinatoric of tied links. With this new version we prove that the tied braid
monoid has a decomposition like a semi–direct group product. By using this decomposi-
tion we reprove the Alexander and Markov theorem for tied links; also, we introduce the
tied singular knots, the tied singular braid monoid and certain families of Homflypt type
invariants for tied singular links; these invariants are five–variables polynomials. Finally,
we study the behavior of these invariants; in particular, we show that our invariants
distinguish non isotopic singular links indistinguishable by the Paris–Rabenda invariant.
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1. Introduction
Tied links and their algebraic counterpart, the tied braid monoid, were introduced by
the authors in [2]. A tied link is a classical link admitting ties among its components; the
tied braid monoid is defined through a presentation with usual braid generators together
with ties generators and defining relations coming from the so–called bt–algebra [1], cf.
[2, 19, 17, 12].
Tied links contains the classical links, so every invariant for tied links defines also an
invariant for classical links. We have constructed two invariants for tied links: the one
of type Homflypt polynomial [2] and the other one of type Kauffman polynomial [4].
These invariants turn out to be more powerful, respectively, than the Homflypt and the
Kauffman polynomials; therefore the tied links are useful in the understanding of classical
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2 F. AICARDI AND J. JUYUMAYA
links. These invariants for tied links were constructed by the Jones recipe1 and also by
skein relations. In the construction using the Jones recipe, the role played by the tied
braid monoid is to tied links as the role of the braid groups to the classical links.
With the aim of constructing others classes of tied knot–like objects, we reformulate
the tied links in algebraic–combinatoric terms, and we prove that the tied braid monoid
has a certain decomposition as semi–direct product: a part formed by ties (monoid of the
set partitions) and the other part by the usual braid (braid group). This decomposition
and the new algebraic–combinatoric context for tied links allows us to introduce the
tied singular links and combinatoric tied singular links. Hence we define four families
of invariants for combinatoric tied singular links which are constructed by the Jones
recipe by using two maps from the singular braid monoid to the bt–algebra and two
different presentations of this algebra. These invariants are five–variables polynomials of
type Homflypt, in the sense that they become the Hompflypt polynomial whenever are
evaluated on classical knots. We define these invariants also by skein relations; the usual
‘local skein relations’, which take into account any two crossing strands, are replaced by
‘global skein relations’, which take into account also the components to which the crossing
strands belong.
We also study here the behavior of these invariants, that is, we compare them with each
other and with another invariant for singular links of type Homflypt polynomial, defined
by Paris and Rabenda in [18] which is a four–variable polynomial that generalizes the
invariant defined by Kauffman y Vogel in [15]. As we said before, the importance of tied
links lies in the fact that, when evaluated on classical links, they are able to distinguish
pairs of isotopic links not distinguished by classical polynomials, see [3], [4], [5] and [9].
Now, we have to notice that, as far as we know, in literature there is not a list of non
isotopic singular links which are not distinguished by the known invariants for singular
links. Therefore, we build pairs of singular links starting by some pairs of non isotopic
classical links that are not distinguished by the Homflypt polynomial, according to the
list provided in [8], then we calculate on them our invariants and the invariant due to
Paris and Rabenda [15]. We remark, finally, that in general it seems to be not easy to
find pairs proving that the new polynomials are more powerful on singular links.
We give now the layout of the paper. Section 2 establishes the main tools used during
the paper, that is, some facts on set partitions and the bt–algebra. The main goal of
Section 3, is to prove Theorem 2, which says that the tied braid monoid TBn can be
decomposed as the semi–direct product, denoted by Pn o Bn, between the monoid Pn,
formed by the set partition of {1, . . . , n} and the braid group Bn; note that the action of
Bn on Pn is naturally inherited from the action of the symmetric group on Pn. The decom-
position of TBn as semi–direct product uses several ideas of [19] adapted to our situation.
Now, the decomposition of TBn by the monoid Pn, a monoid eminently combinatoric,
and the group Bn, induces to treat the tied links as algebraic–combinatoric objects, the
1This terminology is the abstraction of the method by which V. Jones constructed the Homflypt
polynomial, see [13].
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combinatoric tied links, which are introduced in Section 4; we define also their isotopy
classes, which of course coincide with those of tied links. In Theorems 4 and 5 we prove,
respectively, the Markov and Alexander theorems for combinatoric tied links.
In Section 5 we recall some elements from the the theory of singular links; also we
introduce four families of invariants for singular links, see Theorems 7 and 8. These are
five–variables polynomials, which we denote by Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y and Ψ
′
x,y ; notice that the
letters x and y are two of the five variables of the invariants but they parametrize the
invariants too. These invariants come out from the Jones recipe; more precisely, we con-
struct homomorhpisms from the monoid of singular braids to the bt–algebra (Proposition
6), so using these homomorphisms and the Markov trace on the bt–algebra [3], we derive
the invariants after the usual method of rescaling and normalization originally due to V.
Jones [13].
Section 6 introduces the tied singular link which is nothing more than a classical singular
link with ties, or, equivalently, a tied link with some singular crossings. We define then the
combinatoric tied singular links, for short cts–links. This definition (Definition 13) is the
natural extension of the combinatoric tied links (Definition 5). The algebraic counterpart
of cts–links is provided: the monoid of tied singular links (Definition 14). This monoid,
denoted by TSBn, is defined trough a presentation; however, we prove in Theorem 9
that it can be obtained, in the same way as TBn, as a semidirect product, denoted by
Pn o SBn, between Pn and the singular braid monoid SBn [6, 7, 20]. The section ends
proving, respectively, in Theorems 10 and 11 the Alexander and Markov theorem for
cts–links.
Section 7 has two subsections: in the first one, we lifts the invariants Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y and
Ψ′x,y to cts–links, this is done simply by extending the domain of the defining morphism of
these invariants from SBn to TSBn. This is a simple matter since TSBn is decomposed
as Pn o SBn, see Proposition 8. In the second subsection, we prove in Theorems 12 and
13, that the invariants Φx,y , Ψx,y can be defined through skein rules.
Section 8 is devoted to the comparisons of the invariants defined here among them and
and also with the four–variable polynomial invariant for singular links defined by Paris
and Rabenda in [18]. Notably, Theorem 15 clarifies the differences between the Φx,y ’s
the Ψx,y ’s with respect to the parameters x and y . Finally, in Theorems 16, 17 and
Propositions 11 and 12, we give examples showing that our invariants are more powerful
than the Paris–Rabenda invariant.
2. Preliminaries
In the present section we recall principally the definitions and main facts on set parti-
tions and on the bt–algebra. The paper is in fact based on these objects.
2.1. Set partitions. For n ∈ N, we denote by n the set {1, . . . , n} and by Pn the set
formed by the set partitions of n, that is, an element of Pn is a collection I = {I1, . . . , Ik}
of pairwise–disjoint non–empty sets whose union is n; the sets I1, . . . , Ik are called the
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blocks of I; the cardinal of Pn, denoted bn, is called the n
th Bell number. Further, (Pn,)
is a poset with partial order defined as follows: I  J if and only if each block of J is a
union of blocks of I.
We shall use the following scheme of a set partition in Pn, according to the standard
representation by arcs, see [16, Subsection 3.2.4.3], that is: the point i is connected by an
arc to the point j, if j is the minimum in the same block of i satisfying j > i. In Figure
1 a set partition in representation by arcs.
1 2 3 4 65
Figure 1. Scheme of the partition I = {{1, 3}, {2, 5, 6}, {4}}.
The representation by arcs of a set partition induces a natural indexation of its blocks.
More precisely, we say that the blocks Ij’s of the set partition I = {I1, . . . , Im} of n are
standard indexed if min(Ij) < min(Ij+1), for all j. For instance, in the set partition of
Figure 1 the blocks are indexed as: I1 = {1, 3}, I2 = {2, 5, 6} and I3 = {4}.
As usual we denote by Sn the symmetric group on n symbols and we set si = (i, i+ 1).
The permutation action of Sn on n inherits, in the obvious way, an actions of Sn on Pn
that is, for I = {I1, . . . , Im} we have
w(I) := {w(I1), . . . , w(Im)}. (1)
Notice that this action preserves the cardinal of each block of the set partition.
We shall say that two set partitions I and I ′ in Pn are conjugate, denoted by I ∼ I ′, if
there exits w ∈ Sn such that, I ′ = w(I); if it is necessary to precise such a w, we write
I ∼w I ′. Further, observe that if I and I ′ are standard indexed with m blocks, then the
permutation w induces a permutation of Sm of the indices of the blocks, which we denote
by wI,I′ .
Example 1. Let I = {{1, 2}1, {3}2, {4, 5}3, {6}4} and I ′ = {{1}1, {2, 5}2, {3, 6}3{4}4},
so n = 6 and m = 4. We have I ∼w I ′, where:
w = (1, 6)(2, 3, 4, 5) and wI,I′ = (1, 3, 2, 4).
Given a permutation w ∈ Sn and writing w = c1 · · · cm as product of disjoint cycles, we
denote by Kw the set partition whose blocks are the cycles ci’s, regarded now as subsets of
n. Reciprocally, given a set partition I = {I1, . . . , Im} of n we denote by wI the element
of Sn whose cycles are the blocks Ii’s. Moreover, we shall say that the cycles of wI are
standard indexed, if they are indexed according to the standard indexation of I.
Notation 1. When there is no risk of confusion, we will omit in the partitions the blocks
with a single element.
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2.2. The bt–algebra. Let u be an indeterminate and set K = C(u ).
Definition 1 (See [1, 19, 3]). The bt–algebra , denoted by En(u ), is defined by E1(u ) := K
and for n ≥ 2 as the unital associative K–algebra, with unity 1, defined by braid generators
T1, . . . , Tn−1 and ties generators E1, . . . , En−1 subjected to the following relations:
EiEj = EjEi for all i, j, (2)
E2i = Ei for all i, (3)
EiTj = TjEi for |i− j| > 1, (4)
EiTi = TiEi for |i− j| = 1, (5)
EiTjTi = TjTiEi for |i− j| = 1, (6)
EiEjTi = EjTiEj = TiEiEj for |i− j| = 1, (7)
TiTj = TjTi for |i− j| > 1, (8)
TiTjTi = TjTiTj for |i− j| = 1, (9)
T 2i = 1 + (u− 1)Ei + (u− 1)EiTi for all i. (10)
Notice that every Ti is invertible, and
T−1i = Ti + (u
−1 − 1)Ei + (u−1 − 1)EiTi. (11)
The bt–algebra is finite dimensional. Moreover, there is a basis defined by S. Ryom–
Hansen; we describe here the construction of this basis, because some elements of it admit
analogous that will be used in Section 2.
For i < j, we define Ei,j by
Ei,j =
{
Ei for j = i+ 1
Ti · · ·Tj−2Ej−1T−1j−2 · · ·T−1i otherwise. (12)
For any nonempty subset J of n we define EJ = 1 for |J | = 1 and otherwise by
EJ :=
∏
(i,j)∈J×J,i<j
Ei,j.
Note that E{i,j} = Ei,j. For I = {I1, . . . , Im} ∈ Pn, we define EI by
EI =
∏
k
EIk . (13)
Now, if w = si1 · · · sik is a reduced expression of w ∈ Sn, then the element Tw := Ti1 · · ·Tik
is well defined. The action of Sn on Pn is inherited from the EI ’s and we have:
TwEIT
−1
w = Ew(I) (see [19, Corollary 1]). (14)
Theorem 1. [19, Corollary 3] The set {EITw ; w ∈ Sn, I ∈ Pn} is a K–linear basis of
En(u ). Hence the dimension of En(u ) is bnn!.
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The theorem above implies that En(u ) ⊆ En+1(u ), for all n. Denote E∞(u ) the inductive
limit associated to these inclusions and by ρ the Markov trace defined on E∞(u ). More
precisely, fixing two commutative independent variables a and b , we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 2. [3, Theorem 3] There exists a unique family ρ := {ρn}n∈N, where ρn’s are
linear maps, defined inductively, from En(u ) in K[a , b ] such that ρn(1) = 1 and satisfying,
for all X, Y ∈ En(u ), the following rules:
(1) ρn(XY ) = ρn(Y X),
(2) ρn+1(XTn) = ρn+1(XTnEn) = a ρn(X),
(3) ρn+1(XEn) = b ρn(X).
Remark 1. Extending the field K to K(v ) with v 2 = u , we can define (cf. [17, Subsection
2.3]):
Vi := Ti + (v
−1 − 1)EiTi. (15)
Then the Vi’s and the Ei’s satisfy the relations (4)–(9) and the quadratic relation (10) is
transformed in
V 2i = 1 + (v − v −1)EiVi. (16)
So,
V −1i = Vi − (v − v −1)Ei. (17)
In [9, 10, 12] this quadratic relation is used to define the bt–algebra. Although at
algebraic level these algebras are the same, we will see that they lead on to different
invariants. Thus, in order to distinguish these two presentations of the bt–algebra, we
will write En(v ) when the bt–algebra is defined by using the quadratic relation (16).
3. The tied braids monoid
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3 which says that the tied braid monoid TBn
[2], defined originally by generators and relations, can be realized as a monoid constructed
from the monoid of set partitons of n and the braid group on n–strand.
3.1. The monoid of set partitions. The set Pn has a structure of commutative monoid
with product ∗. More precisely, the product I ∗ J between I and J is defined as the
minimal set partition, containing I and J , according to ; the identity of this monoid is
1n := {{1}, {2}, . . . , {n}}. Observe that:
I ∗ J = J, whenever I  J, (18)
I ∗ J = I ∗ wI(J). (19)
For every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n with i 6= j, define µi,j ∈ Pn as the set partition whose blocks
are {i, j} and {k} where 1 ≤ k ≤ n and k 6= i, j. We shall write µi,jµk,h instead of
µi,j ∗ µk,h. We have the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. The monoid Pn can be presented by the set partitions µi,j’s subject to the
following relations:
µ2i,j = µi,j and µi,jµr,s = µr,sµi,j. (20)
Definition 2. We denote by P∞, the inductive limit monoid associated to the family
{(Pn, ιn)}n∈N, where ιn is the monoid monomorphisms from Pn into Pn+1, such that for
I ∈ Pn, the image ιn(I) ∈ Pn+1 is defined by adding to I the block {n + 1}. Observe
that the inclusions preserve , that is, if I  J for I, J ∈ Pn, then I  J when I, J are
considered as elements of Pn+1.
3.2. The tied braid monoid. Denote Bn the braid group on n–strand, that is the
group presented by the elementary braids σ1, . . . , σn−1 subjected to the following relations:
σiσj = σjσi for all i, j s.t. |i− j| > 1 and σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
Recall now that we have a natural epimorphism pi : Bn −→ Sn defined by mapping σi
to si. We denote by piα the image of α by pi; thus piσi = piσ−1i = si. The epimorphism pi
defines an action of Bn on Pn: namely, the result of β ∈ Bn, acting on I ∈ Pn, is piβ(I),
see (1). This action of Bn on Pn defines a monoid structure on the cartesian product
Pn ×Bn, where the multiplication is defined as follows,
(I, α)(J, β) = (I ∗ piα(J), αβ). (21)
We shall denote this monoid by Pn o Bn. Note that Bn and Pn can be regarded as
submonoids of Pn o Bn. More precisely, an element β ∈ Bn correspond to (1, β) (which
will be denoted simply by β if there is no risk of confusion); an element I ∈ Pn corresponds
to the element I˜ := (I, 1). The decomposition (I, β) = (I, 1)(1, β), together with the
Proposition 1, implies that Pn o Bn is generated by the µ˜i,j’s and the σi’s. Now, we also
have, by eq. (21):
(1, β)(I, 1)(1, β−1) = (piβ(I), 1). (22)
Thus, by taking I = µi,i+1 and β = σj−1σj−1 · · ·σi+1 with j > i + 1, we deduce that
every generator µ˜i,j can be written as a word in the µ˜i,i+1 and σ
±1
i+1, . . . , σ
±1
j−1, since, for
j > i+ 1
µi,j = sj−1sj−2 · · · si+1(µi,i+1).
Hence we have the following
Lemma 1. The monoid Pn oBn is generated by µ˜1,2, . . . , µ˜n−1,n, σ±11 , . . . , σ±1n−1.
We will see below that Pn oBn is the tied braid monoid TBn introduced in [2].
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Definition 3. [2, Definition 3.1] TBn is the monoid generated by the elementary braids
σ±11 , . . . , σ
±1
n−1 and the generators η1, . . . , ηn−1, called ties, such the σi’s satisfy braid rela-
tions among them together with the following relations:
ηiηj = ηjηi for all i, j, (23)
ηiσi = σiηi for all i, (24)
ηiσj = σjηi for |i− j| > 1, (25)
ηiσjσi = σjσiηj for |i− j| = 1, (26)
ηiσjσ
−1
i = σjσ
−1
i ηj for |i− j| = 1, (27)
ηiηjσi = ηjσiηj = σiηiηj for |i− j| = 1, (28)
ηiηi = ηi for all i. (29)
Following the construction of Ryom–Hansen’s basis we obtain that the elements of TBn
can be written in the form ηIβ, where β ∈ Bn and ηI ’s are defined analogously to the
EI ’s. We are going now to explain this fact.
As in (12), for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we put ηi,j := ηi for j = i+ 1, and otherwise
ηi,j := σiσi+1 · · ·σj−2ηj−1σ−1j−2 · · · σ−1i−1σ−1i .
For every i, j define η{i,j} = ηmin{i,j},max{i,j}. We get the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For all i < j and k we have:
(1) σkηi,jσ
−1
k = η{sk(i),sk(j)},
(2) σ−1k ηi,jσk = η{sk(i),sk(j)},
(3) ηi,j = σ
−1
j−1 · · ·σ−1i+1ηiσi+1 · · ·σj−1,
(4) αηi,j = η{s(i),s(k)}α, for α ∈ Bn and s := piα,
(5) The elements ηi,j’s are commuting and idempotent,
(6) ηi,jηj,k = ηi,jηi,k = ηi,kηj,k = ηi,jηj,kηi,k for all i < j < k.
Proof. The proof of claims (1) and (2) are the same as the proof of [19, Lemma 2] but
using now relation (27) instead [19, Lemma 1].
Claims (3) and (4) are direct consequences of (1) and (2).
The proof of (5) is totally analogous to the proof of [19, Lemma 3].
The proof of (6) is contained in the proof of [19, Lemma 5]. 
For every (non–empty) subset M of n, we define ηM= 1 if |M | = 1, otherwise
ηM :=
∏
(i,j)∈M2:i<j
ηi,j. (30)
Now, for I = {I1, . . . , Im} ∈ Pn, define ηI as follows
ηI :=
∏
j
ηIj . (31)
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Let X ⊆ n×n. Observe that X defines an equivalence relation on n by setting: i ∼X i
and i ∼X j if and only if there is a chain i = i1, i2, . . . , im = j with m > 1 in X such that
either (ir, ir+1) ∈ X or (ir+1, ir) ∈ X. Denote 〈X〉 the partition of n determined by ∼X .
Lemma 3. For X ⊆ n× n, we have
η〈X〉 =
∏
(i,j)∈X
η{i,j}. (32)
Proof. It follows from claim (6) of Lemma 2, see [19, Lemma 5]. 
Proposition 2. The elements of TBn can be written in the form ηIβ, where I ∈ Pn and
β ∈ Bn.
Proof. Every element w in TBn is a word of the form w1 · · ·wm, where each wi is equal
to some ηk or some σ
±1
k , with k < n. Now, from (4) of Lemma 2 it follows that every ηk
can be moved to the beginning of the word, resulting then that w has the form ηβ, where
η is a product of ηi,j’s and β ∈ Bn. After, define X as the set {(i, j) : ηi,j appears in η}.
Then, Lemma 3 implies that 〈X〉 is the set partition such that η = η〈X〉.

Theorem 3. The tied braid monoid TBn is the monoid Pn oBn.
Proof. The mapping σi 7→ σi, ηi 7→ µ˜i,i+1 defines a morphism φ of monoids from TBn to
Pn oBn, since φ respects the defining relations of TBn; e.g., we shall check relation (27):
φ(σj)φ(σ
−1
i )φ(ηj) = (1, σj)(1, σ
−1
i )(µj,j+1, 1) = (1, σjσ
−1
i )(µj,j+1, 1) = (sjsi(µj,j+1), σjσ
−1
i ).
Now, for |i− j| = 1, sjsi(µj,j+1) = µi,i+1 ; then
φ(σj)φ(σ
−1
i )φ(ηi) = (µi,i+1, σjσ
−1
i ) = (µi,i+1, 1)(1, σj)(1, σ
−1
i ) = φ(ηi)φ(σj)φ(σ
−1
i ).
Thus, from Lemma 1 we get that φ is an epimorphism. The proof of the proposition will
be completed by proving that φ is a monomorphism, which is done as follows.
Let a and b in TBn such that φ(a) = φ(b). According to Proposition 2, we can write:
a = eIα and b = eJβ, where I, J ∈ Pn and α, β ∈ Bn. Then φ(a) = φ(b) is equivalent
to φ(eI)(1, α) = φ(eJ)(1, β); now, since φ(eI) and φ(eJ) are words in the µ˜i,j’s, it follows
that α = β; thus, it remains only to prove eI = eJ . To do this, note that φ(ηi,j) = µ˜i,j;
then, we deduce that for any subset M of n: φ(ηM) = M˜ . Hence φ(eI) = I˜, for all I ∈ Pn.
Therefore, φ(eI)(1, α) = φ(eJ)(1, α), so that a = b. 
Remark 2. The natural inclusions Bn ⊆ Bn+1 together with the inclusions Pn ⊆ Pn+1
(see Definition 2) induce the tower of monoids TB1 ⊆ TB2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ TBn · · · . We will
denote by TB∞ the inductive limit associated to this tower. Notice that P∞ and B∞ can
be regarded as submonoid of TB∞.
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3.3. Diagrams. As for the braid group, we can use diagrams to represent the the elements
of the tied braid monoid. This diagrammatic representation is used later in the paper
and works under the conventions listed below.
(1) The multiplication in Bn is done by concatenation, more precisely, the product
β1β2 is done by putting the braid β1 over the braid β2, so that a word in the
generators has to be read from top to bottom.
(2) The tied braid (I, α) is represented as the braid α ∈ Bn with the partition I of
the strands at the top of α, see Figure 2.
(3) The permutation piβ, defined by the braid β, acts on the set of n strands at the
bottom of β.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of an element of Pn oBn.
4. Tied links and combinatoric tied links
We start this section recalling briefly the tied links, later we introduce their combinatoric
version, called combinatoric tied links. Then we reprove the Alexander and Markov
theorems for them.
4.1. Tied links. Tied links were introduced in [2] and roughly correspond to links with
ties connecting pairs of points of two components or of the same component. The ties
in the picture of the tied links are drawn as springs, to outline (diagrammatically) the
fact that they can be contracted and extended, letting their extremes to slide along the
components.
We will use the notation Ci ! Cj to indicate that either there is a tie between the
components Ci and Cj of a link, or Ci and Cj are the extremes of a chain of m > 2
components C1, . . . , Cm, such that there is a tie between Ci and Ci+1, for i = 1, . . . ,m−1.
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Definition 4. [2, Definition 1.1] Every 1–link is by definition a tied 1–link. For k > 1,
a tied k–link is a link whose set of k components is partitioned into parts according to:
two components Ci and Cj belong to the same part if Ci! Ci+1.
Therefore, a tied k–link L, with components’ set CL = {C1, . . . , Ck}, determines a pair
(L, I(CL)) in Lk×Pk, where i and j belong to the same block of I(CL) ∈ Pk if Ci! Cj. In
Figure 3 two tied links with four components are shown with the corresponding partitions.
A tie of a tied link is said essential if cannot be removed without modifying the partition
I(CL), otherwise the tie is said unessential, cf. [2, Definition 1.6]. Observe that between
the c components indexed by the same block of the set partition, the number of essential
ties is c−1; for instance, in the tied link of Fig. 3, left, among the three ties connecting the
first three components, only two are essential. The number of unessential ties is arbitrary.
Ties connecting one component with itself are unessential.
1 2
3
4
1 2
3
4
Figure 3. Left: I1 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4}} and right: I2 = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}}.
4.2. Combinatoric tied links. A combinatoric tied link is a link provided with a par-
tition of its set of components. We will depict a combinatoric tied link as a link with
numbered components and the scheme of a partition (see Figure 4). We define now the
concept of t–isotopy of combinatoric tied links which reflects the t–isotopy of tied links.
Let L be the set formed by the links in R3. We shall denote Lk the set of links with k
components. Hence, L = ∐k∈N Lk.
Observe that the numbering of the components of a link is arbitrary. Now, an isotopy
between two links L and L′ in Lk, defines a bijection from the set of components of the
first to the set of components of the second; we denote such bijection by wL,L′ .
Definition 5. An element of Ltk := Lk × Pk is called k–tied combinatoric link; then,
combinatoric tied links are the elements of Lt, where
Lt :=
∐
k∈N
Ltk.
In what follows, we denote by (L, I(CL)) the combinatoric tied link in which the link L
has components set CL with set partition I(CL).
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Note that a classical link L ∈ Lk with components set CL can be considered as a
combinatoric tied link (L,1k).
Definition 6. Two partitions I(CL) and I(CL′) of two isotopic links L and L
′ are said
iso–conjugate whenever I(CL) ∼wL,L′ I(CL′).
Definition 7. We will say that two tied links (L, I(CL)) and (L
′, I(CL′)) are t–isotopic
if L and L′ are ambient isotopic and I(CL) and I(CL′) are iso–conjugate.
Proposition 3. The t–isotopy relation, denoted by ∼t, is an equivalence relation on Lt.
In the sequel we do not distinguish formally between a tied link and its class of t–isotopy.
The equivalence between the concepts of tied links and combinatoric tied links is clear,
e.g. compare Figures 3 and 4.
Example 2. See Figure 4.
1 2
3
4
1 2
3
4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Figure 4. The combinatoric tied links (L, I1) and (L, I2) corresponding to
the tied links of Figure 3.
4.3. Alexander and Markov theorems for combinatoric tied links. The algebraic
counterpart of tied links is the tied braid monoid TB∞ introduced in [2] More precisely,
in this paper we have proven the Alexander and Markov theorems for tied links. Below
we reprove these theorems but regarding the tied braid monoid TBn as ‘the semi–direct
product’ Pn oBn and the tied links as combinatoric tied links.
Definition 8. The closure of the tied braid (I, α), denoted by (̂I, α), is the combinatoric
tied link (L, J), where L = α̂ is the usual closure of the braid α, done, as usual, by
identifying the bottom with the top of the strands of α, whereas the partition J is defined
by the partition I and the permutation piα, as explained below.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
Figure 5. The closure of the tied braid (I, α) at left is the combinatoric
tied link (L, J) at right, where the four components are distinguished by
different colors.
More precisely, if k denotes the number of components of the link α̂, or equivalently the
number of cycles of the permutation piα, then J is the set partition of k whose blocks
are determined by those arcs of I connecting strands belonging to different cycles of piα.
For instance, in Figure 5 the arc (1,3) of I connecting the blue and the red components,
determines the arc (1,2) of J .
The extension of the Alexander and Markov theorems to combinatoric tied links, i.e.
the characterization of the class of tied braids whose closures give the same combinatoric
tied link, must take into account the behavior of the partition I under closure of the tied
braid (I, α). For this reason, before of stating the Alexander and Markov theorems for
combinatoric tied links, we need to introduce the tools below.
Definition 9. Let I, K ∈ Pn such that K  I, let m ≤ n be the number of blocks of K
and m = {1, . . . ,m}. We denote by I/K the set partition of m, whose blocks are the sets
(I/K)i := {j ∈m : Kj ⊆ Ii},
where the blocks Kj’s and Ii’s are taken standard indexed.
Example 3. Let I = {{1, 2, 5}, {3, 4}}, K = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}}. Then m = 3, K1 =
{1, 2}, K2 = {3, 4}, K3 = {5} and I/K = {{1, 3}, {2}}.
Proposition 4. For I ∈ Pn with k blocks, we have:
(1) I/I = 1k,
(2) I/1n = I.
Definition 10. Let K ∈ Pn with m blocks standard indexed K1, . . . , Km and J ∈ Pm with
l blocks J1, . . . , Jl standard indexed, too. We denote by K × J the set partition in Pn with
l blocks (K × J)i’s given by
(K × J)i = ∪j∈JiKj.
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Notice that K  K × J .
Example 4. Let K = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}}, m = 3, and J := {{1, 3}, {2}}. Then K×J =
{{1, 2, 5}, {3, 4}}.
Notation 2. Given a braid α ∈ Bn, we denote by Kα ∈ Pn the set partition whose blocks
are the cycles of the permutation piα, including the 1–cycles.
Remark 3. Recall that the closure of a classical braid α is a link whose components
are in one–to–one correspondence with the cycles of the permutation piα. The standard
indexation of the components of α̂ is that obtained from the standard indexation of the
cycles of piα.
Example 5. Consider the braid α in Figure 5, left. We have piα = (1, 2)(3, 6), so Kα =
{{1, 2}, {3, 6}, {4}, {5}}. The four blocks correspond to the components of the link at right.
In order to distinguish a set partition I ∈ Pn, associated to a tied braid (I, α), from
a set partition J ∈ Pk, associated to a tied link (L, J), we shall call this last partition
sc–partition (from set of components).
For (I, α) ∈ TBn we define
Iα := I ∗Kα. (33)
Proposition 5. If the k–tied link (L, J) is the closure of the tied braid (I, α), then the
sc–partition J is given by
J = Iα/Kα. (34)
Proof. The number of blocks of Kα, coincides with the number of components of L, i.e.,
k. If I has m blocks, we have m ≤ k; moreover, since I  Kα, every block of Kα is
contained in a block of I. Therefore, Iα/Kα is a set partition of k having m blocks. Now,
by definition, the block i of this set partition is
(Iα/Kα)i = {j ∈ k ; (Kα)j ⊆ I i}.
In other words, the elements of the set (Iα/Kα)i are the different blocks of Kα, contained
in the block (Iα)i. Therefore, an arc of the set partition I, connecting two elements of n
belonging to a same block of Kα, does not determine an arc in Iα/Kα. On the other hand,
any arc of I connecting elements belonging to two different blocks of Kα, determines an
arc of Iα/Kα. Therefore we conclude that Iα/Kα = J . 
Example 6. Fig. 6 shows at left a tied braid (I, α), where I = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4, 5}, {6}}; in
the middle the tied braid (Kα, α), where Kα = {K1 = {1, 2}, K2 = {3, 6}, K3 = {4}, K4 =
{5}}, so that k = 4; at right, the tied braid (I, α), where I = {{1, 2, 3, 6}, {4, 5}}. Observe
that I is made by 2 blocks, the first containing the blocks K1, K2 and the second containing
the blocks K3 and K4 of Kα. We thus have that the sc–partition J ∈ P4 is given by
{{1, 2}, {3, 4}}. Observe that the closure of (I, α) is the combinatoric tied link (L, I2)
shown in Fig. 4, right.
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Figure 6.
We are ready now to prove the Alexander and Markov theorems in the context of
combinatoric tied links.
Theorem 4 (Cf. [2, Theorem 3.5]). Every combinatoric tied link can be obtained as
closure of a tied braid. More precisely, if the link L is the closure of the braid α, then the
combinatoric tied link (L, J), up to a renumbering of the components, is the closure of the
tied braid (I, α), where
I := Kα × J. (35)
Proof. Let (L, J) be a combinatoric tied link. Applying the Alexander theorem to the
link L we get a braid α whose closure is L. The standard indexed set partition Kα (see
Remark 3) defines an ordering of the k components of the closure of α. On the other hand,
the set partition J is defined on the set of components ordered arbitrarily. By numbering
the components of L, according to the standard ordering of the blocks of Kα, we obtain
from J the partition J˜ . Then the set partition I of the tied braid (I, α) is obtained as
Kα × J˜ . 
Lemma 4. Let (I, α) ∈ TBn. We have
Iα/Kα = Iασ±1n /Kασ±1n . (36)
Proof. Firstly note that the block of Kασ±1n containing n also contains n+ 1; thus the set
partitions Kα and Kασ±1n differ only in the bock that contains n. Secondly, we deduce
then that Iα and Iασ±1n also differs only in the block that contains n. Thus, equation (36)
follows. 
Theorem 5 (Cf. [2, Theorem 3.7]). Denote by ∼tM the equivalence relation on TB∞
generated by the following replacements (or moves):
M1. t–Stabilization: for all (I, α) ∈ TBn, we can do the following replacements:
(I, α) replaced by (I, α)(µi,j, 1) if i, j belong to the same cycle of piα,
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M2. Commuting in TBn: for all (I1, α), (I2, β) ∈ TBn, we can do the following replace-
ment:
(I1, α)(I2, β) replaced by (I2, β)(I1, α),
M3. Stabilizations: for all (I, α) ∈ TBn, we can do the following replacements:
(I, α) replaced by (I, ασn) or (I, ασ
−1
n ).
Then, (I, α) ∼tM (I, β) if and only if (̂I, α) ∼t (̂I ′, β).
Proof. Firstly, we prove that the closure of a tied braid does not change under the re-
placement of M1, M2 and M3. Consider the replacement M1 on (I, α): according to
Proposition 5, the set partition corresponding to the combinatoric tied link ̂(I, α)(µij, 1)
is given by
((I ∗ piα(µi,j)) ∗Kα)/Kα.
But (I ∗piα(µi,j))∗Kα = I ∗Kα, since piα(µi,j)  Kα, see (18). Thus, the closures of (I, α)
and (I, α)(µij, 1) have the same sc–partition.
Secondly, we check that (α̂β, J1) := ̂(I1, α)(I2, β) and (β̂α, J2) := (I2, β)(I1, α) are
t–isotopic. Indeed, by Proposition 5:
J1 = ((I1 ∗ piα(I2)) ∗Kαβ)/Kαβ and J2 = ((I2 ∗ piβ(I1)) ∗Kβα)/Kβα.
Applying piβ to the right member of the first equality, we get
(piβ(I1) ∗ piβ(piα(I2)) ∗ piβ(Kαβ))/piβ(Kαβ).
Notice now that piβ(Kαβ) = Kβ(αβ)β−1 = Kβα. Then, applying now (19) to piβα(I2) ∗Kβα
in the last expression, we obtain
piβ(I1) ∗ (I2 ∗Kβα)/Kβα = J2.
Hence, setting K := Kαβ and K
′ := Kβα, we have J2 = wK,K′(J1), so that the sc–
partitions J1 and J2 are iso–conjugate; this, together with the fact that α̂β and β̂α are
isotopic, implies that ̂(I1, α)(I1, β) and ̂(I2, β)(I1, α) are t–isotopic.
Finally, notice now that Lemma 4 shows that the replacement M3 on (I, α) does not
affect its closure.
To prove the statement in the other direction, let us suppose that two t–isotopic combi-
natoric tied links (L, J) and (L′, J ′) are the closures of two tied braids (I, α) and (I ′, α′).
We have to prove that (I, α) ∼tM (I ′, α′). We suppose that the ordering of the components
in J and J ′ corresponds, respectively, to that induced by Kα and Kα′ .
Now, from the Markov theorem for classical links we know that the braids α and α′ are
Markov equivalent, i.e., they are related by a sequence of replacements M2 and/or M3,
where the set partitions are neglected. From (35), we have
I = Kα × J and I ′ = Kα′ × J ′.
Observe also that J and J ′ are set partitions iso–conjugate of k, k being the number of
components of L and L′; we write J ′ = w(J), with w ∈ Sk. On the other hand, Kα and K ′α
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are set partitions with k blocks, respectively, of some n and n′. Since the M1 replacement
does not affect the partition Kα, we have to prove that the sequence of replacements M2
and/or M3 that transform α into α′, transforming by consequence the partition Kα into
Kα′ , induce the permutation w above. Indeed, observe firstly that the set partition Kα
is transformed step by step into a sequence of r set partitions Kαj (with Kα1 = Kα and
Kαr = Kα′) as long as α is transformed by moves M2 and/or M3 in the sequence αj, with
α1 = α and αr = α
′. Secondly, notice that each partition Kαj has k blocks, and that for
every pair (j, j + 1), writing for short J for Kαj and J
′ for Kαj+1 , the permutation wJ,J ′
is the identity in the case of move M3, and different from the identity for the move M2.
Since L is the closure of α and L′ is the closure of α′, the product of all wJ,J ′ coincides
with the permutation wL,L′ operating the iso–conjugation between the combinatoric tied
links (L, J) and (L′, J ′).

Theorems 4 and 5 imply the following
Corollary 1. The mapping α 7→ α̂ defines a bijection between TB∞/ ∼tM and Lt/ ∼t.
Example 7. We show how the replacement M1 works. Consider the tied braids (I, α),
in Figure 5, and (I, α)(µ3,6, 1), see Figure 7. Here Kα = {{1, 2}, {3, 6}, {4}, {5}}, so
piα(µ3,6) = µ3,6. Clearly, {{3, 6}}  Kα.
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
M1
Figure 7. (I, α)(µ3,6, 1) has the same closure as (I, α) shown in Fig. 5.
Example 8. We show how the replacement M2 works. In Figure 8, we see two braids αβ
and βα, with Kαβ = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} and Kβα = {{1}, {2, 4}, {3}, }, so that piαβ = (1, 3),
piβα = (2, 4).
In Figure 9 we see the tied braids (I1, α) and (I2, β), with I1 = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}}
and I2 = {{1}, {2, 4}, {3}}. Consider now the closures of (I1, α)(I2, β) and (I2, β)(I1, α).
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These tied links are, respectively, (α̂β, J1) and (β̂α, J2), with the sc–partitions J1 and J2
given by
J1 = Iαβ/Kαβ and J2 = Iβα/Kβα,
where
Iαβ := I1 ∗ piα(I2) ∗Kαβ and Iβα := I2 ∗ piβ(I1) ∗Kβα.
We have piα = (1, 4)(2, 3) and piβ = (1, 2, 3, 4), so that:
piα(I2) = {{1, 3}, {2}, {4}} and piβ(I1) = {{1}, {2, 3}, {4}},
and
I1 ∗ piα(I2) ∗Kαβ = {{1, 2, 3}, {4}},
I2 ∗ piβ(I1) ∗Kβα = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}}.
Finally,
J1 = {{1, 2, 3}, {4}}/{{1, 3}1, {2}2, {4}3} = {{1, 2}, {3}},
and
J2 = {{1}, {2, 3, 4}}/{{1}1, {2, 4}2, {3}3} = {{1}, {2, 3}}.
Observe now that piβ(Kαβ) = Kβα, and the corresponding permutation of S3 is wK,K′ =
(1, 2, 3). Indeed, J2 = wK,K′(J1).
1 2 3 41 2 3 4
a
b
a
b
Figure 8. The tied braids (Kαβ, αβ) and (Kβα, βα).
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(   ,a)
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2 (   ,a)
(    ,b)I
I1
2
M2
(     ,ab)Iab (     ,ba)Iba
1 2 3 41 2 3 4
1 2 3 41 2 3 4
Figure 9. Here I1 = {{1, 2}} and I2 = {{2, 4}}.
5. Invariant for singular links
In this section we define four families of invariants for singular links constructed by
using the Jones recipe applied to the bt–algebra. We discuss also their definitions by
skein relations. We start the section with a short recalling of the singular links theory.
5.1. A singular link is a classical link admitting simple singular points. Thus, singular
links are a generalization of classical links. Singular links can be studied trough singu-
lar braids: two singular links are isotopic if their respective singular braids are Markov
equivalents; below we will be more precise.
Let SBn be the singular braid monoid defined independently by Baez [6], Birman [7]
and Smolin [20]. SBn is defined by the elementary braid generators and their inverses
σ±11 , . . . , σ
±
n−1 and by the elementary singular braid generators τ1, . . . , τn−1, which are
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subjected, besides the braid relations among the σi’s, to the following relations:
τiτj = τjτi for |i− j| > 1,
σiτi = τiσi for all i,
σiτj = τjσi for |i− j| > 1,
σiσjτi = τjσiσj for |i− j| = 1.
(37)
This monoid is the basis for the Alexander theorem and for the Markov theorem for
singular links, which are due, respectively, to J. Birman [7] and B. Gemein [11]. More
precisely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Every singular link can be obtained as closure of a singular braid and two
singular braid yields isotopic singular links if and only if one of them can be obtained from
the other by using a finite number of replacements Ms1 and/or Ms2, where:
Ms1. For all α, I2 ∈ SBn: αβ is replaced by βα,
Ms2. For all α ∈ SBn: α replaced by ασn or ασ−1n .
5.2. In this subsection we define invariants of singular links by using the Jones recipe
applied to the bt–algebras, that is, the invariants are obtained essentially from the com-
position ρ ◦ pi, where pi is a representation of SBn in the bt–algebra and ρ the trace on it,
see Theorem 1.
Set w , x and y three variable commuting among them and with a and b . Define L as
the field of rational functions K(a , b , x, y ,w ). From now on we work on the L–algebra
En(u )⊗K L which is denoted again by En(u ), or simply by En.
Proposition 6. We have:
(1) The mappings σi 7→ w Ti and τi 7→ x + y w Ti define a monoid homomorphism,
denoted by ψn,w ,x,y , from SBn to En(u).
(2) The mappings σi 7→ w Ti and τi 7→ xEi+y wEiTi define a monoid homomorphism,
denoted by φn,w ,x,y , from SBn to En(u).
(3) The mappings obtained by replacing Ti with Vi in items (1) and (2) (see Remark
1), define two monoid homomorphisms, denoted respectively ψ′n,w ,x,y and φ
′
n,w ,x,y ,
from SBn to En(v ).
Proof. We need to verify that such mappings respect the defining relations of SBn; this
checking is a routine and is left to the reader. Notice that the second claim is a general-
ization of [3, Proposition 3]. 
Remark 4. We will justify later the distinction apparently superfluous between ψn,w ,x,y
and ψ′n,w ,x,y and between φn,w ,x,y and φ
′
n,w ,x,y .
In order to derive invariants from the homomorphism of Proposition 6, we note that,
due to replacement Ms2 of Theorem 6, w must satisfy (by using Theorem 2 and (11)):
w 2 =
(ρn ◦ ψn,w ,x,y )(σ−1n−1)
(ρn ◦ ψn,w ,x,y )(σn−1) =
(ρn ◦ φn,w ,x,y )(σ−1n−1)
(ρn ◦ φn,w ,x,y )(σn−1) =
a + (1− u )b
a u
. (38)
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Now, set c := w 2, then for any singular link L obtained as the closure of ω ∈ SBn, we
define:
Ψx,y (L) :=
(
1
a
√
c
)n−1
(ρn ◦ ψn,√c ,x,y )(ω), (39)
and
Φx,y (L) :=
(
1
a
√
c
)n−1
(ρn ◦ φn,√c ,x,y )(ω). (40)
Notice that Ψx,y and Φx,y take values in K(a , x, y ,
√
c ) = K(b , x, y ,
√
c ).
Theorem 7. The functions Ψx,y and Φx,y are invariants of ambient isotopy for singular
links.
Proof. We have to prove that the functions Ψx,y and Φx,y respect the moves Ms1 and Ms2
of Theorem 6. In fact, both functions respect Ms1 as consequence of rule (1) Theorem 2,
together with fact that ψn,√c ,x,y and φn,√c ,x,y are homomorphisms.
We check now that Ψx,y (ω̂σ−1n ) = Ψx,y (ω̂), for ω ∈ SBn. We have:
(ρn+1 ◦ ψn+1,√c ,x,y )(ωσ−1n ) =
1√
c
ρn+1(ωT
−1
n ) = ρn(ω)
a + (u −1 − 1)b + (u −1 − 1)a√
c
=
(1− u )b + a
u
√
c
ρn(ω);
hence, (ρn+1 ◦ ψn+1,√c ,x,y )(ωσ−1n ) = a
√
c ρn(ω). Then,
Ψx,y (ω̂σ−1n ) =
(
1
a
√
c
)n
a
√
c ρn(ω) = Ψx,y (ω̂).
In the same way we prove that Ψx,y (ω̂σn) = Ψx,y (ω̂). The proof that Φx,y respect Ms2 is
totally analogous. 
The invariants Ψx,y and Φx,y have, respectively, companions Ψ
′
x,y and Φ
′
x,y , which we
define now. Firstly, notice that, because of (3) Proposition 6, we need in this case, by
using Theorem 2:
w 2 =
(ρn ◦ ψ′n,w ,x,y )(σ−1n−1)
(ρn ◦ ψ′n,w ,x,y )(σn−1)
=
(ρn ◦ φ′n,w ,x,y )(σ−1n−1)
(ρn ◦ φ′n,w ,x,y )(σn−1)
=
a + (1− v 2)b
a
, (41)
being ρn(Vn−1) = a v −1, see Eq. (15). Secondly, define d = w 2. Thus, for L = ω̂, with
ω ∈ SBn, we define:
Ψ′x,y (L) :=
(
v
a
√
d
)n−1
(ρn ◦ ψ′n,√d ,x,y )(ω), (42)
and
Φ′x,y (L) :=
(
v
a
√
d
)n−1
(ρn ◦ φ′n,√d ,x,y )(ω). (43)
Notice that Ψ′x,y and Φ
′
x,y take values in C(v , x, y , a ,
√
d ) = C(v , x, y , b ,
√
d ).
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Theorem 8. The functions Ψ′x,y and Φ
′
x,y are invariants of ambient isotopy for singular
links.
Proof. Same as the proof of Theorem 7. 
Remark 5. Specializing x = y = 0, the invariant Φx,y evaluated on classical links coin-
cides with the invariant ∆ defined in [3] and the invariant Φ′x,y coincides with the invariant
Θ defined in [9].
Remark 6. Let ω ∈ SBn and s(ω) the number its singularities. We have:
(1) (ρn ◦ φn,w ,x,x)(ω) = xs(ω)(ρn ◦ φn,w ,1,1)(ω). Then, Φ1,1 and Φx,x are equivalent
invariants.
(2) (ρn ◦φn,w ,x,y )(ω) = xs(ω)(ρn ◦φn,w ,1,x−1y )(ω). Then, Φx,y and Φ1,x−1y are equivalent
invariants. In particular, it follows that Φx,y is equivalent to Φx˜,y˜ if and only if
y x−1 = y˜ x˜−1.
Proposition 7. The polynomials Φx,x and Φx,y are not equivalent if x 6= y .
Proof. To prove this proposition, it is sufficient to show a pair of non isotopic singular
links which are are distinguished by Φx,y but not by Φx,x. This in done in Section 8.2,
Theorem 15. 
Remark 7. We show now how the invariant Φx,y generalizes the invariant Γ¯ defined in
[3]. Writing ω = ω11 · · ·ωmm , where the ωi’s are the defining generators of SBn, we define
the exponent (ω) of ω ∈ SBn as
(ω) := c11 + c22 + . . .+ cmm,
where ci = 1 if ωi = σ
±1
i , whereas ci = 0 if ωi = τi. Then, the invariant Φ1,1/w can be
written as follows:
Φ1,1/w (L) =
(
1
a
√
c
)n−1√
c
(ω)
(ρn ◦ φn,1,1,1)(ω),
where L = ω̂. On the other hand, the invariant Γ can be written as:
Γ(L) =
(
1
a
√
c
)n−1√
c
(ω)+s(L)
(ρn ◦ φn,1,1,1)(ω).
Hence,
Γ(L) =
√
c
s(L)
Φ1,1/w (L),
where L = ω̂ and s(L) denotes the number of singular points of L. The exponent s(L) is
needed since in [3] and [14] the definition of the exponent ω takes ci = 1 when ωi = τi.
6. Tied singular links
In this section, we will introduce the concepts of tied singular links and that of com-
binatoric tied singular links. We introduce also the monoid of tied singular braids. The
section ends by proving the Alexander and Markov theorems for tied singular links.
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6.1. We have two natural monoid homomorphisms from SBn onto Bn: the first one,
denoted by f , maps σi to σi and τi to σi and the second one, denoted by f
−, maps σi to
σi and τi to σ
−1
i ; notice that for every ω ∈ SBn, (pi ◦ f)(ω) = (pi ◦ f−)(ω), where pi, as
in Subsection 1.2, denote the natural epimorphism from Bn to Sn. Let L be a singular
link obtained as the closure of ω ∈ SBn; the closure, respectively, of f(ω) or f−(ω) is
the classical links obtained by replacing every singular point of L by a positive crossing
or, respectively, by a negative crossing. In terms of singular links, the replacement of a
singular point by a positive or a negative crossing is called simple desingularization, and
the singularity is said simply desingularized.
Definition 11. The number of components of a singular link L, closure of a singular
braid ω, is the number of disjoint cycles of (pi ◦ f)(ω). In other words, the number of
components of a singular link L is the number of components of the classical link obtained
by replacing every singular crossing with a positive (or negative) crossing in L.
Let Ls be the set of isotopy classes of singular links in R3, and Lsk,m the set formed by
those with k components and m singularities. Thus
Ls =
∐
k>0,m≥0
Lsk,m.
The elements of Lsk,m are called (k,m)–singular links.
Definition 12. A tied singular link is a singular link with ties s.t. whenever the singular
points are simply desingularized one obtains a tied link.
Definition 13. Set Lt,sk,m := Lsk,m×Pk. The elements of Lt,sk,m are called (k,m)–combinatoric
tied singular links. We call combinatoric tied singular links (for short cts–links) the ele-
ments of Lt,s, where
Lt,s :=
∐
k>0,m≥0
Lt,sk,m.
6.2. The group Bn is naturally a submonoid of SBn and the natural epimorphism pi :
Bn → Sn, defined in Subsection 1.2, can be extend to SBn by mapping τi in si. We denote
again this extension by pi and, consequently, we denote the image of τi by pi by piτi .
As before we define a monoid structure on the cartesian product Pn × SBn, cf. (21),
as follows: (I, α)(J, β) = (I ∗ piα(J), αβ), where I, J ∈ Pn and α, β ∈ SBn; we denote this
monoid by Pn o SBn.
Notice that the elements µ˜i,j’s can be considered in Pn o SBn. We have:
(1, τk)(µi,j, 1) = (piτk(µi,j), τk) = (piσk(µi,j), 1)(1, τk).
Now, (22) holds in Pn o SBn, then we conclude
τkµ˜i,j = σkµ˜i,jσ
−1
k τk. (44)
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Definition 14. We define TSBn as the monoid presented by the braid generators σ
±1
1 , . . . ,
σ±1n−1, the singular braid generators τ1, . . . , τn−1 of SBn and the ties generators η1, . . . , ηn−1
of TBn, subject to the following relations: the defining relations of SBn, the defining
relations of TBn and the relations:
τiηi = ηiτi for all i, (45)
τiηj = ηjτi for |i− j| > 1, (46)
ηiτjτi = τjτiηj for |i− j| = 1, (47)
ηiηjτi = ηjτiηj = τiηiηj for |i− j| = 1, (48)
ηiτjσi = τjσiηj for |i− j| = 1, (49)
ηiσjτi = σjτiηj for |i− j| = 1, (50)
τiηj = σiηjσ
−1
i τi for |i− j| = 1. (51)
Remark 8. Note that, by allowing i, j take every possibility in (51), the relations (45)
and (46) are included in (51). Further, relation (51) can be written, equivalently, by
exchanging σi by σ
−1
i .
Theorem 9. The monoids TSBn and Pn o SBn are isomorphic.
Proof. (Analogous to proof Theorem 1) It is a routine to check that the mappings σi 7→ σi,
τi 7→ τi and ηi 7→ µ˜i,i+1 define a morphism φ from TSBn to Pn o SBn. Now, arguing as
in Lemma 1, we obtain that Pn o SBn is generated by µ˜1,2, . . . , µ˜n−1,n, σ±11 , . . . , σ±1n−1,
τ1, . . . , τn−1; then it follows that φ is an epimorphism. The injectivity of φ is proved as
the injectivity in Theorem 20; therefore it is enough to prove that every element PnoSBn
has the decomposition ηIβ, where I ∈ Pn and β ∈ SBn; in the present situation such
decomposition is obtained by combining (4) of Lemma 2 with (44), cf. Proposition 2. 
Definition 15. The closure of a tied singular braid, i.e. an element of TSBn ' PnoSBn,
is defined in the same way as the closure of a tied braid (see Definition 8). I.e., given a
tied singular braid (J, ω), its closure (̂J, ω) is equal to (ω̂, I), with I = If(ω), where If(ω)
is the set partition defined by the closure of the tied braid (J, f(ω)).
6.3. We are now in position to establish and to prove the Alexander and Markov theorem
for cts–links.
Theorem 10 (Alexander theorem for cts–links). Every cts–link can be obtained as the
closure of a tied singular braid. More precisely, given the cts–link (L, J), where L is the
closure of the singular braid ω, then (L, J), up to a renumbering the components, is the
closure of the tied singular braid (I, ω), where I is defined by
I = Kf(ω) × J.
Proof. Set (L, J) ∈ Lsk,m × Pk. Let ω = ω1 · · ·ωl ∈ SBn whose closure is L, where the
ωi’s are the defining generators of SBn. Set L
′ the classical link obtained as the closure
of f(ω); so k is the number of components of L′. Now, from Theorem 4 applied to the
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combinatoric tied link (L′, J), we have that, up to the renumbering the components, it is
the closure of the tied braid (I, f(ω)), where I = Kf(ω) × J . Thus, it follows that (L, J)
is the closure of the tied singular braid (I, ω). 
Theorem 11 (Markov theorem for cts–links). The closure of two tied singular braids
yields the same cts–link if and only if they are ∼Mts–equivalent, i.e. one of them is
obtained from the other by using the replacements Mts1/Mts2/and or Mts3 below.
Mts1. t–Stabilization: for all (I, α) ∈ TSBn, we can do the following replacements:
(I, α) replaced by (I, α)(µi,j, 1) if i, j belong to the same cycle of piα,
Mts2. Commuting in TSBn: for all (I1, α), (I2, β) ∈ TBn, we can do the following re-
placement:
(I1, α)(I2, β) replaced by (I2, β)(I1, α),
Mts3. Stabilizations: for all (I, α) ∈ TSBn, we can do the following replacements:
(I, α) replaced by (I, ασn) or (I, ασ
−1
n ).
Proof. Let (I, ω) ∈ TSBn; according to Definition 15, the set partition determined by
(̂I, ω) is the set partition determined by ̂(I, f(ω)). Thus, the verification that the replace-
ments Mts1, Mts2 and/or Mts3 do not alter the closure of a singular tied braid results in
a repetition of the verification that the Markov replacements of Theorem 5 do not affect
the closure of a combinatoric tied braid.
In the other direction we use again the fact that, by definition, the set partition de-
termined by (̂I, ω) is equal to the set partition determined by ̂(I, f(ω)). Then the proof
follows from those of Theorem 6 and Theorem 5.

7. Invariants of cts–links
We will extend the invariants of Theorems 7 and 8 to invariants for cts–links. Thanks
to Theorems 10 and 11, we deduce that the definition of these extensions is reduced to
extend the domain of the maps φn,w ,x,y and ψn,w ,x,y to TSBn. More generally, the next
proposition extends the homomorphisms of Proposition 6.
Proposition 8. For all n, the domain of definition of the morphisms φn,w ,x,y and ψn,w ,x,y
can be extended to TSBn, by mapping ηi to Ei. We shall keep, respectively, the same
notations φn,w ,x,y and ψn,w ,x,y for these extensions.
Proof. The proof follows by checking that these extensions respect the relations (45)–(51);
these checkings are straightforward. For instance, we now verify the relation (49). Set
φn = φn,w ,x,y and suppose |i − j| = 1. Since EiEj commutes with Ti and Tj, we have:
φn(ηi)φn(τj)φn(σi) = Ei(xEj + y wEjTj)w Ti = (xEj + y wEjTj)w TiEi, from (7). So:
φn(ηi)φn(τj)φn(σi) = (xEj + y wEjTj)w TiEi = φn(τj)φn(σi)φn(ηj).

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Remark 9. Also the domain of the homomorphisms (3) of Proposition 6 can be extended
to TSBn. As in the proposition above, we keep the same notations, that is ψ
′
n,w ,x,y and
φ′n,w ,x,y , for these extensions.
The invariants Ψx,y and Φx,y for singular links can be extended to invariants for tied
singular links simply taking, respectively, in the definition of (39) and (40), the extensions
ψn,√c ,x,y and φn,√c ,x,y to TSBn of Proposition 8; we denote again these invariants for cts–
links by Ψx,y and Φx,y . Repeating the argument on the invariants of Theorem 8, we obtain
invariants for cts–links again keeping the notation Ψ′x,y and Φ
′
x,y .
7.1. Skein rules. In this section we will define the invariants Φx,y and Ψx,y by skein rule
and desingularization. Recall now that both Φx,y and Ψx,y are extensions of F to singular
links, therefore the skein rules of them must contain the skein rules of F ; so, in particular,
the defining skein relations of F will be reformulated in the context of cts–links. Recall
that in a cts–link (L, J), the components of L are numbered and the parts of the set
partition J are standardly ordered. Now we need to introduce the notations below.
Notation 3. Consider a generic diagram of a cts–link (L, J), suppose that J has blocks
J1, . . . , Jm and L has a positive crossing such that the components of this crossings belong
to two blocks Ji and Jk (i ≤ k) of J . We shall denote by:
(1) (Li,k+ , J) the link (L, J);
(2) (Li,k− , J) the same as the previous, but the positive crossing is replaced by a negative
crossing;
(3) (Li,k× , J) the same as above, but now the crossing is replaced by a singular crossing;
(4) (Li,i+ , J
′) as (Li,k+ , J), where J
′ is the set partition obtained from J by considering
the union of Ji and Jk as a unique part;
(5) (Li,i− , J
′) the same as the previous, but the positive crossing is replaced by a neg-
ative crossing;
(6) (Li,i× , J
′) the same as the previous, but the crossing is now a singular crossing;
(7) (Li,i0 , J
′′) the initial link, where the crossing strands are replaced by two non cross-
ing strands and the parts containing the components crossing merge in a unique
part in J ′′.
Remark 10. Let us suppose J ∈ Pn has m blocks, we have:
(1) If the components of the crossing belong to different blocks, then J ′ is in Pn and
has (m − 1) blocks. Moreover, the two crossing components merge in a unique
component in Li,i0 , therefore J
′′ ∈ Pn−1.
(2) In the case that the components crossing belong to same block of the set partition,
we have J ′ = J . However, observe that the two strands crossing may belong to two
different components or to a same component. In the first case, the two different
components merge in a unique component in Li,i0 , then J
′′ ∈ Pn−1 and has m parts;
in the second case, the component splits in two components, still belonging to the
same i–th block, thus, J ′′ ∈ Pn+1.
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(3) Observe that, in order to define the skein rules, neither the total number of com-
ponents nor the total number of parts of the partition is relevant. Therefore we
shall use the notation (i, k) for both cases Ji = Jk and Ji 6= Jk.
Before of stating the main theorems of this section we introduce the notation I(L, J)
to indicate the value of the invariant I on the cts–link (L, J).
Theorem 12. The invariant Φx,y of singular tied links is defined uniquely by four rules.
More precisely, the values of Φx,y on a cts–link (L, J), with n components, is determined
through the rules:
I The value of Φx,y is equal to 1 on the unknotted circle.
II
Φx,y (L unionsqO, ιn(J)) = 1
a
√
c
Φx,y (L, J),
where ιn is the natural inclusion of Pn into Pn+1 (see Definition 2).
III Skein rule.
1√
c
Φx,y (L
i,k
+ , J) +
√
cΦx,y (L
i,k
− , J) =
1√
c
(1− u −1)Φx,y (Li,i+ , J ′) + (1− u −1)Φx,y (Li,i0 , J ′′).
IV Desingularization.
Φx,y (L
i,k
× , J) = xΦx,y (L
i,i
0 , J
′′) + yΦx,y (L
i,i
+ , J
′).
Theorem 13. The invariant Ψx,y is defined by the same rules I–III as Φx,y in Theorem
12 but the desingularization rule IV is replaced by
IV’
Ψx,y (L
i,k
× , J) = xΨx,y (L
i,i
0 , J
′′) + yΨx,y (L
i,k
+ , J).
Proof of Theorems 12 and 13. For non singular combinatoric tied links, both Φx,y and
Ψx,y coincide with the polynomial F for tied links, defined in [2, Theorem 2.1]; indeed,
rules I–III are exactly the skein rules I–III of F , under the replacements u → u, √c → w,
a → z, and observing that the translation between the notations of tied links [2, Fig. 3]
and cts–links of Notation 3 is as follows: the tied link L± with a positive/negative crossing
corresponds to the cts–link (Li,k± , J); L±,∼ correspond to (L
i,i
± , J
′) and L0,∼ corresponds to
(Li,i0 , J
′′). To conclude the the proof, it remains to verify the desingularization rules IV and
IV’. Suppose that the cts–link (Li,j× , J), having in p a singularity, has no other singularities,
and that it is the closure of the singular tied braid ω = ατiβ, with α, β ∈ TBn. In order
to calculate Φx,y (respectively Ψx,y ), we have to calculate the trace of the image of ω in
the bt–algebra. By using Proposition 6, we obtain that the image of ω splits into a linear
combination of two elements, precisely
x(φn,w ,x,y (α)Eiφn,w ,x,y (β)) + y (φn,w ,x,y (α)wEiTiφn,w ,x,y (β)),
(respectively, x(ψn,w ,x,y (α)ψn,w ,x,y (β))+y (ψn,w ,x,y (α)w Tiψn,w ,x,y (β))). These elements are
the images in the bt–algebra of αηiβ and ασiηiβ (respectively, of αβ and ασiβ), whose
closures give the cts–links (Li,i0 , J
′′) and (Li,i+ , J
′), (respectively the cts–links (Li,i0 , J
′′) and
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(Li,j+ , J). The desingularization rules IV and IV’ then follow from the linearity of the trace
together with the defining formulae (40) and (39). If the number of singularities of the
cts–link is higher, say m, the argument remains the same, i.e., by comparing the result
of the desingularization rule IV (or IV’) to all m singularities of the link (result that is
independent from the order on which they are applied) and the image in the respective bt–
algebra of the corresponding singular braid with m elements τi according to Proposition
6. 
Theorem 14. The analogous of Theorems 12 and 13 are as follows:
(1) The invariant Φ′x,y is defined by the same rules I, II and IV as Φx,y in Theorem
12 but the skein rule III is replaced now by:
III’ Skein rule,
1√
d
Φ′x,y (L
i,k
+ , J) +
√
dΦ′x,y (L
i,k
− , J) = (v − v −1)Φ′x,y (Li,i0 , J ′′).
(2) The invariant Ψ′x,y is defined by the same rules I, II and IV’ as Ψx,y in Theorem
13 but the skein rule III is replaced by the III’ above in which Φ′ is replaced by Ψ′.
Proof. For non singular combinatoric tied links, both Φ′x,y and Ψ
′
x,y coincide with the
polynomial Θ for tied links, defined in [9]; indeed, rules I–III’ are exactly the skein rules
of Θ, under the replacements v → q, c → λ, a → z. After, the proof proceeds as the
proof of Theorems 12 and 13. 
Remark 11. (1) The desingularization rules IV and IV’ coincide when the compo-
nents crossing at the singular point belong to the same part of the partition. This
implies that Φx,y = Ψx,y for knots and cts–links having a set partition with a sole
part.
(2) The invariants Φ and Φ′ have the same desingularization rule IV, while he invari-
ants Ψ and Ψ′ have the same desingularization rule IV’.
(3) From the desingularization rules IV and IV’ it follows that the invariant polynomial
Φx,y as well as the other invariants Φ
′
x,y ,Ψx,y and Ψ
′
x,y , when evaluated on a cts–
link S with m singularities, is homogeneous of degree m in the variables x, y (see
also Remark 6):
Φx,y (S) = x
mΦ1,y /x(S).
8. Comparison of invariants
In this section we compare the invariants here introduced with each other and with
the Paris–Rabenda invariant [18]. The comparison of our invariants is done on pairs of
singular links constructed from pairs of non isotopic classical links not distinguished by
the Hompflyt polynomial; these pairs are taken from [8].
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8.1. Notation and some elementary facts. In what follows we will denote by:
(1) P the Homflypt polynomial for classical links,
(2) F the polynomial for tied links,
(3) F ′ the polynomial for tied links Θ (see [9]) constructed by the Jones recipe as F
but using the presentation of the bt–algebra En(v ) (see Remark 1) instead of the
presentation En(u ),
(4) IPR the polynomial for singular links due to Paris and Rabenda [18],
(5) When we say that two non isotopic (singular) links with n components L and
L′ are distinguished by an invariant I for tied (singular) links, we mean that
I(L,1n) 6= I(L′,1n). In the same way we did in [4, Subsection 2.3].
The following proposition comes out by an appropriate renaming of the variables.
Proposition 9. (1) If L is a classical link, then IPR(L) = P (L),
(2) If L is a classical link and I the set partition with a unique block, then:
F(L, I) = F ′(L, I) = P (L),
(3) If L is a non singular tied link with n components, then:
Φx,y (L,1n) = Ψx,y (L,1n) = F(L,1n),
(4) If L is a non singular tied link with n components, then:
Φ′x,y (L,1n) = Ψ
′
x,y (L,1n) = F ′(L,1n),
(5) If L is a singular classical link and I the set partition with a unique block, then
Ψx,y (L, I) = Ψ
′
x,y (L, I) = Φx,y (L, I) = Φ
′
x,y (L, I) = IPR(L).
8.2. Differences between Φx,y and Ψx,y . In this section we analyze some properties of
Φx,y and Ψx,y . By Remark 11 (2), the next proposition and Theorem 15 hold identically
if Φx,y and Ψx,y are replaced, respectively, by Φ
′
x,y and Ψ
′
x,y .
The following proposition shows that Ψx,y is more powerful than Φx,y on cts–links.
Take any classical singular link S with n components, having at least one singular-
ity involving two distinct components i and j. Consider the cts–links (Si,j× ,1n) and
(Si,i× , {{i, j}}).
Proposition 10.
Ψx,y (S
i,j
× ,1n) 6= Ψx,y (Si,i× , {{i, j}}),
while
Φx,y (S
i,j
× ,1n) = Φx,y (S
i,i
× , {{i, j}}).
Proof. We have, respectively, by rules IV’ and IV:
Ψx,y (S
i,j
× ,1n) = x Ψx,y (S
i,i
0 ,1n−1) + y Ψx,y (S
i,j
+ ,1n),
Ψx,y (S
i,i
× , {{i, j}}) = x Ψx,y (Si,i0 ,1n−1) + y Ψx,y (Si,i+ , {{i, j}});
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while
Φx,y (S
i,j
× ,1n) = Φx,y (S
i,i
× , {{i, j}}) = x Φx,y (Si,i0 ,1n−1) + y Φx,y (Si,i+ , {{i, j}}).

Here we show an example proving that Φx,y is not equivalent to Φx,x, according to
Proposition 7. The same example allows us to prove that Ψx,x distinguishes pairs not
distinguished by Φx,x.
Because of item (3) of Proposition 9, the values of Φx,y and Ψx,y coincide on classical
knots.
A B
C
D D'
S S'
Figure 10. Two singular links S and S′ and links involved in their desingularization.
Take a link diagram C made by two disjoint knots diagrams A and B as shown in Figure
10. Then consider the singular links S and S′ in the same figure, obtained by modifying
the link C only in the yellow disk. Evidently S and S′ are not isotopic, since S has two
components, while S′ is a knot.
Theorem 15. The singular links S and S′ are distinguished by Φx,y if and only if x 6= y ;
however, they are distinguished by Ψx,x.
Proof. Notice that the link C corresponds to the cts–link (C,12). We denote by C˜ the link
corresponding to the cts–link (C, {{1, 2}}). Since these links are not singular, we have
Φx,y (C) = Ψx,y (C) and Φx,y (C˜) = Ψx,y (C˜). In particular
Φx,y (C) = Φx,y (A)Φx,y (B)/(a
√
c ) and Φx,y (C˜) = Φx,y (A)Φx,y (B)f /
√
c ,
where f := (u c − 1)/(1− u ) = b /a , see [2]. Observe that the knots D and D′ in Figure
10 are isotopic, both corresponding to the connected sum of the knots A and B, so that
Φx,y (D) = Φx,y (D
′) = Φx,y (A)Φx,y (B). Using now the desingularization rule IV we get
Φx,y (S) = x Φx,y (D) + yΦx,y (C˜),
Φx,y (S
′) = x Φx,y (C˜) + yΦx,y (D′).
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Therefore,
Φx,y (S) = Φ(A)Φx,y (B)(x + y f /
√
c ),
Φx,y (S
′) = Φ(A)Φx,y (B)(x f /
√
c + y ).
These values coincide if and only if x = y . In fact, Φx,y (S) = Φx,y (S
′) implies (x− y )(1−
f /
√
c ) = 0; now the equation (1− f /√c ) = 0 has solutions c = 1 and c = u −2, so Φx,y
distinguishes S and S′ if and only if x 6= y .
Consider now the polynomial Ψx,y . Using the desingularization rule IV’, we get:
Ψx,y (S) = x Ψx,y (D) + yΨx,y (C),
Ψx,y (S
′) = x Ψx,y (C˜) + yΨx,y (D′).
Therefore,
Ψx,y (S) = Ψx,y (A)Ψx,y (B)(x + y /(a
√
c )),
Ψx,y (S
′) = Ψx,y (A)Ψx,y (B)(xf /
√
c + y ).
Now, if x = y , the equation Ψx,y (S) = Ψx,y (S
′) implies b = 1, hence Ψx,x distinguishes S
from S′. 
Remark 12. Up to the present we don’t have examples showing that Ψx,y is able to
distinguish pairs of classical singular links not distinguished Φx,y .
8.3. Comparison of our invariants with known invariants.
Theorem 16. Let L1 and L2 be two non isotopic links distinguished by F but not by
P . Then any pair of singular links obtained by adding to Lr (r = 1, 2) a new component
making a singular crossing and a negative crossing with whatever component of Lr, is
distinguished by Φx,y and by Ψx,y but not by IPR.
Example 9. The cts–links (N1,14) and (N2,14) in Figure 11 have one singularity. They
are distinguished by the polynomials Φx,y , Ψx,y , but not by Φ
′
x,y , Ψ
′
x,y , nor by IPR. Indeed,
by removing the orange component, we obtain the pair L11n356{1, 0} and L11n434{0, 0},
distinguished by F but not by F ′, nor by P , see [5].
Figure 11. Two links (N1,14) and (N2,14) distinguished by the polyno-
mials Φx,y , Ψx,y , but not by Φ
′
x,y , Φ
′
x,y , IPR .
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Theorem 17. Let L1 and L2 be two non isotopic links distinguished by F ′ but not by
P . Then any pair of singular links obtained by adding to Lr (r = 1, 2) a new component
making a singular crossing and a negative crossing with whatever component of Lr, is
distinguished by Φ′x,y and by Ψ
′
x,y but not by IPR.
Example 10. The cts–links (M1,14) and (M2,14) in Figure 12 have one singularity. They
are distinguished by the polynomials Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y and by Ψ
′
x,y , but not IPR. Indeed,
by removing the orange component, we obtain the pair L10n79{1, 1} and L10n95{1, 0},
distinguished by F and by F ′ but not by P , see respectively [5] and [9].
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
Figure 12. Two links (M1,14) and (M2,14) distinguished by the polyno-
mials Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y , and Φ
′
x,y and not by IPR .
1
2
3
2
1
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3
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1
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1
2
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1
2
3
A B
C
Figure 13. The links obtained by the desingularization rules of the pair
(M1,14) and (M2,14).
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Proof of Theorem 16. We use Example 10 to illustrate the proof. By the desingularization
skein rule IV, we get for the pair (Mr,14), r = 1, 2 (see the pairs A and C in Figure 13):
Φx,y (M
2,4
r,×,14) = x Φx,y (M
2,2
r,0 , {{1}1, {2}2, {3}3}) + y Φx,y (M2,2r,+, {{1}1, {2, 4}2, {3}3}).
Now, observe that the pair (M2,2r,+, {{1}1, {2, 4}2, {3}3})r=1,2 corresponds to the pair (A
in Figure 13) of tied links (L1u˜nionsqO,L2u˜nionsqO), where the symbol u˜nionsq means that there is a tie
between L and the unknot, while the pair (M2,2r,0 , {{1}1, {2}2, {3}3})r=1,2 (C in Figure 13)
is the pair (L1,L2). Notice that, by Proposition 9, the value of Φx,y on these pairs is
the value of F , which distinguishes the pair (L1,L2). Observe, moreover, that the value
of F on Lru˜nionsqO is the value of F on Lr by a coefficient independent on Lr; therefore F
distinguishes both pairs. As for Ψ, we have
Ψx,y (M
2,4
r,×,14) = x Ψx,y (M
2,2
r,0 , {{1}1, {2}2, {3}3}) + y Ψx,y (M2,4r,+,14).
In Figure 13, the pair (M2,4r,+,14)r=1,2 is the pair B and (M
2,2
r,0 , {{1}1, {2}2, {3}3})r=1,2 is
again the pair C, i.e. (L1,L2). Also in this case, by Proposition 9, the value of Ψ on these
pairs is the value of F , which distinguishes both pairs. 
Proof of Theorem 17. For the values of Φ′x,y and Ψ
′
x,y , the argument is exactly the same
by using F ′ instead of F . The value of IPR, instead, is obtained by substituting the
partitions in the last formula by the partitions with a sole part, see Proposition 9. Thus
the values of F and F ′ coincide, again by Proposition 9, with the values of P , which does
not distinguish such pairs. 
Proposition 11. The pairs of singular links, denoted C1 and C2 in Figure 14, are both
distinguished by Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y and by Ψ
′
x,y , but are not distinguished by IPR.
Proof. Let us denote by (L1,L2) the pair of classical links L10n79{1, 1} and L10n95{1, 0},
and by (L3,L4) the pair of classical links L11n325{1, 1} and L11n424{0, 0}, see Figure 15.
All these links have 3 components, and both pairs are distinguished by the polynomials
F and F ′ but not by the P .
Consider now the pair of classical links (M1,M2) in Figure 15, with four components.
Also this pair is not distinguished by the P but is distinguished by F and by F ′, also
when two of the four components belong to the same part.
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Figure 14. Pairs of links distinguished by the polynomials Φx,y and Ψx,y .
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Figure 15. Two pairs of singular links distinguished by the polynomials
Φx,y , Ψx,y but not by IPR.
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For the pair C1 of singular links S1 and S2 we apply the desingularization rule IV and
we obtain:
Φx,y (S1) = x Φx,y (L1,13) + yΦx,y (M
3,4
1 , {{3, 4}}),
Φx,y (S2) = x Φx,y (L2,13) + yΦx,y (M
3,4
2 , {{3, 4}}).
For the pair C2 of singular links S3 and S4 we apply the desingularization rule IV and
we obtain:
Φx,y (S3) = x Φx,y (M
2,4
1 , {{2, 4}}) + yΦx,y (L3,13),
Φx,y (S4) = x Φx,y (M
2,4
2 , {{2, 4}}) + yΦx,y (L4, 13).
Now, by Proposition 9, we have that Φx,y (Lr,13) = F(Lr) and the value of Φx,y on
(M2,4r , {{2, 4}}) and (M2,4r , {{3, 4}}) coincides with that of F .
We do not write the desingularization rules for Φ′x,y , since they give the same expressions
by replacing Φx,y with Φ
′
x,y and F with F ′. So, Φx,y and Φ′x,y distinguish the pairs C1
and C2 as a consequence of the fact that F and F ′ distinguish the links obtained by the
desingularization. The fact that IPR does not distinguish these pairs, follows from the
fact that P does not distinguish the corresponding pairs, see Proposition 9 items (2) and
(5).
For the polynomial Ψx,y , the desingularization rule applied to the pair C1 of singular
links S1 and S2 gives:
Ψx,y (S1) = x F(L1) + yF(M1,14),
Ψx,y (S2) = x F(L2) + yF(M2,14).
The same holds for Ψ′, replacing F with F ′. Now, since the singularities of S3 and S4
involve a unique component, the desingularization rules for Ψ and Ψ′ coincide with those
for Φx,y . Thus, the proof follows as for that of Φx,y .

Finally, in the proposition below we show the behavior of our invariants and of IPR on
a pair of links with two singularities.
Proposition 12. The pair C3 of singular links in Figure 16 with two singularities is
distinguished by Φx,y , Ψx,y , Φ
′
x,y , Ψ
′
x,y and by IPR.
Proof. The desingularizations of the two singular links give four pairs of classical links,
some of them already considered in Proposition 11. However, the presence of other pairs,
distinguished by the classical polynomials, makes the original singular pair distinguished
also by IPR. 
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C 3
Figure 16. Two singular links distinguished by the polynomials Φx,y , Φ
′
x,y ,
Ψx,y , Ψ
′
x,y and IPR.
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